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THE PUBLIC EXPRESSION OF PRIVATE
EXPERIENCE: A RELATIVELY U NEXPLORED

DIMENSION OF
PERSON.CENTERED PSYCHOTOGY
J. Guthrie Ford
Trinity Univercity

The congruence ofpsychological "pairs" is central to person-centered psychology.
Two well-known pairs are the perceived self and ideal aspirations, and the perceived self and
eryeriences ofthe organism.There is let anotherpair that is relatively unexplored. One element
of this pair is the pivate (covert) prccess; the other is the public (oven) process. Rogers has
described the incongruence of these processes and the psychological consequences of this
incongruence, My students qnd I have developed a way to measure public/private incongruence,

ABSTRACT.

documented the associntion between incongruence and maladjustment, and integrated public/pieate incongruence into person-centered theory. Should you read any further? Well, if you
have ever said, "Let others know the reol you," you may feel congruent and wise after reading
this articLe.

Three types of psychologicat congruence and, accordingly incongruence, are addressed by
person-centered theory @ogcrs, 1951, 1959, 1961, 1969). Two of these, the incongruence of
self-perceptions and ideal aspirations and the incongruence of self-perceptions and experiences
ofthe organism, have led to a number of conFrmed hypotheses (e.g., Chodorkofi 1954; Ford,
l99l; Higgins, 1987; Rogers & Dymond, 1954). Overall, the more incongruent the self with
ideals or orgalismic experiences, the more tikely a person will repon signs of maladjustment
like depression and anxiety.
There is a third type ofpsychological incongruence which, to my knowledge, is unexplored,
particularly in comparison to the types mentioned above. I am referring to rle incongruence of
a person's public (oven) behaviors wih the person's private (covert) experiences. Instances of
public/private congruence and incongruence appear in severa.l of Rogers's writings

I mean by being real? I could give many examples from many
different fields. But one meaning, one learning is that there is basically nothing
What do
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to be allaid of wlle:t I present myself as I am [emphasis added], wben I can
come forth nondefensively, without armor, just me. . . . So I enjoy life zuch
more when I am not defensive, not hiding behind a facade, just trying to be
and express the real me. (Rogen, 1969, p.228')
Being real entails a number of psycbological processes. One of these is expressing private
experience though the public presentation of self. When this presentation is incongruent
witl-discrepant from-private experience, Roge$ (1961) spokeof"the false fronts, orthe masks,
or the roles, with which [one faces] life" (p. 109). A young woman client described a public/private discrepancy that she experienced during social interactions.

I

somehow developed a son of knack, I guess, of-well--habit--of trying to
make people feel at ease around me, or to make things go more smoothly. . . .
At a small meeting, or a litde party, or something-I could help things go along
nicely and appear to be having a good time. And sometimes I'd surprisemyself
by arguing against what I really thought when I saw that the person in charge
would be quite unhappy about it if I didn't. . . . I haven't been really honestly

being myself, or actually knowing what my real self is, and I've been just

plalng

a sort

of false role. (Rogers, 1961, p. 109)

A sign of positive personality change is when a person, "instead of simply being a facade, as
if it were himself, [comes] closer to being himself. . ." (Rogers, 1961, p. 167). In other words,
pmple are psychologically more healt}ly and adaptive when t}ley reduce the siz€ of discrepancy
between their public behaviors ard private experiences.
As a client in group psychotherapy I have the opponunity to experience a lot about my (and
other's) publidprivate discrepancies. The group teaches me how people ofien behave as though
they were performing an earlier life script, which often describes some condilion of worth. As
thc therapeutic process exposes and peels these conditions away it is commonplace to heargroup
members declare, "Wait. What you just saw from me is not what I was really feeling; let me
express myself again."
Membeship in the group has given me two gifts. First and foremost, I now feel more choice
in the self that I show others. The group experience a.lso peaked my person-centered interest in
public/private incongruence and modvated me to research the descriptions from Rogers ( l96l,
1969) given above. This interest has led to a technique for measuring publidprivate incongruence
whicb I think could be a useful research and clinical tool for oerson-centered students and
professiona.ls.
The Public/Private Congruence Technique

(

PPCT)

The PPCT is predominantly a visual experience. Itemploys five picturesdrawn byanewspaper
cartoon artist Each picrure depicts a centnl human figure, the target, who wears distinctive
clotling so that the target can be easily seen within a picture. One ofthe PPCTpictures for women
panicipants is shown in Figure l
The striped headband is the targefs distinctive item, and she wears it in all of the PPCT
pictures. There are also five PrcT pictures for men. The public/private incongruences in the
men's and women's pictures are the same.
A p,son's public presentations of self are verbal and/or nonverbal behaviors which can be
dlectly experienced by others. As tbe woman in the left part of Figure I can readily see, lhe
target is smiling and maintaining the interaction--note the speech bubble pointing toward the
target. The target's JimuLtaneous privqte experience is described in the bubble connected to the
target by litde circles. (I freely admit lifting the bubble style from the daily comics.)
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The public/private incongruences in the PPCT pictures entail social interactions in which the

trget's sociable public behaviors-smiling, eye contact, agreeability, and colversational exchange--are discrepant from private experiences that are clewly less amicabk ' In the realm of
social interaction, the PrcT hrget is dissimulating: "disguising or conceling true feelings or
intentions under a feigned appeifance" (The American Heimge Diaionary, New College
Figure I . One of the Pubtcr'Pdvale Congruence Technique pictures for women participants
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Edition\. Yemrc arly speaking, the target is wearing a "sociability" facade much like that
described by Rogers's (1961) client (se€ quotadon in preceding section).
The women's PPCT instructions request the research participant "to imagine that YOU are the
person wearing the striped headband and that you are in the situation shown in the picture." (Cap
is substituted for headband in the men's instructions.) The panicipant studies a PPCT picture at
her own pace, and beforc going to the nextpicture sbe completes these two attached rating scales.
Can you relate to -see yourself in-this type of situation? I relate to this situation: I (not at all)
to 5 (exremely). This type of situation occurs for me: I (does not occur) to 5 (very often). (A
score of I on the first scale do€s not excuse answering the second one.)
With the Publicr'Privat€ Congruence Technique PICTURE I shown in Figure l, the remaining
four picturcs are described below. I will be happy to send the reader a set of PPCT pictures,
instructions, rating scales, and scoring procedure (speciry male, female, or both sets).
2. Half of the picture shows the target involved in a massive homework effon
-PICTURE
listening on the telephone to a pe$on (in the other halo who declares, "I've really got a
and
problem. Can I come over and talk to you about it?" Targes says, "Sure. Come on over." Target's
private experience is, How will I ever finish this work if she (he) comes over now2
3. Upon leaving a social function the target declares to host, "Goodnight. I had
-PICTURE
a marvelous
lime at yow party. " Pnvaaely, Wow. That party was a total bummer.
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_PICTURE 4. At a social function the target displays a big wide smile during a conversation.
Privalely, I've had this smile glued on my face for fieo hours. How much longer can I keep it
on?

_PICTURE 5. The target is asked to join a group of three people; a group member calls out,
"Hi! Haven't seen you around. Come say hello." Target answers, "O.K." Privately, I'd really
rathcr not.
The rElate to and frequency rating scores are slrongly associated

(r = .71, Ford, 1993).
Therefore, these scores are added together within each of the five pictures, and these five numbers
are then summed into on€ overall PPCT score. The laryer the PPCT score, the greater is the
participant's public/private incongruence in the sociability domain of behavior.
Prominent Features of the PubliclPrivate Congruence Technique

My students and I have developed and used the PPCT in various projects involving several
hundred college-age men and women who are predominantly European American. For example,
the specific social situations depicted in the five PPCT pic!.rres came from interviews with
college students, and tlte correlations found in early snrdies were later replicated. Because
daailed PPCT findings are available elsewhere (Ford, 1993; Ford & Hook, 1993: Ford, Lawson,
&
1993), I will summarize only some of our major findings here
The internal and test-retest reliabilities of the PPCT scores are quite reasonable, ranging from
.76 to.87. The five PPCT scores (one per picnrre) are described by one factor analytic dimension,
which justifies adding the separate picture scorcs into an oyerall incongnrence score.
The public/private incongruence measured in the PPCT's sociabiliry application has construct
validity in that PPCT scores afe significantly correlated with variables that conceptually make
sense. For example, "It is better to be yourself than popular" (from the self-actualization scale in
Jones & Crandall, 1986) is negatively conelated (-.28) with PPCT scores; and "I am concemed
with rnaking a good impression" (from tbe self- consciousness scale in Buss, 1980) is positively
conelated (.30). On the other hand, the PPCT shows discriminant validity in rhar its scores are
not reliably conelated with established personality factors like sociability, shyness, or social
conformity/passiviry. (the frndings in this and the preceding paragraph are from Ford, 1993.)
The person-centered expe.tancy is that the greater an individual 's publ iclprivate i ncon gruence,
the greater will be signs of maladjustrnent (Rogers, 1961, 1969). This expectancy is confirmed
by significant correlations of the PPCT scores with scorcs from the Brief Symptom Inventory
(Derogatis & Spencer, 1982). For exarnple, correlations (corrected for unreliability of measuement) for PPCT and anxiety scores for women and men are, respectively, .51 and .37 (Ford,
1993). Significant correlations are also found for the BSI Interpersonal Sensitivity scale which
measures "self-depr€cation, fe€lings ofuneasiness, and marked discomfort during interpersonal
interactions" (Derogatis & Spencer, 1982, p. t2). ThS cone.ted PPCT-sensitivity rs for women
and men are, respectively, .80 and .32 (Ford,1993)-'
Clearly, there ale significant psychological costs associated with "hiding behind a facade"
(Rogers, 1969).

Ho(

The Perceived Social Image

Two person-centered psychologists, Cartwright and Graham (1984), recently expanded the
int€rpersonal part of Rogers's definition of the self-concept. This pan refers to "perceptions of
the relationships of the 'I' or 'me' to others. . ." (Rogers, 1959, p. 200). Cartwright and Graham
(1984) introduced a new theoretical construct, the perceiyed social image, which is how "the
p€rson perceives or has a conception of the way othe6 se€ her" (p. 126).
The perceived social image dovetails nicely with the Public/Private Congruence Te.hnique.
Individuals with large PPCT scores perceive that ohers experience them as highly sociable
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p€ople. Simultaneously though, this image of th€ public (social) self is incongruent with less
amicable private self-perceptions.
Although Cartwright and Gmham (1984) did not explore the consequences ofpublidprivate
incongnrnce on psychological adjustmenl. they certainly foretold the maladjusunent-incongruence corrclations thal we have found. Cartwright and Graham (1984, p. 126) discussed
adjusEnent in terms of confidence and certainty: "The confidence that one's inner saneness is
natched by the sameness of meaning for others [an Erilsonian concept] can now be expressed
as a feeling ofcertainty that one's self-concept is matched. . . lis congruent with] one's perceived
social image. " The greater the mismatch of self and perceived social image-the larger the PPCT
incongruence score--the less is one's confidence and the greater is one's str€ss and tension.
Imponant conceptua.l questions about public/private congruence remain to be explored. For
instance, Desmond Cartwright (of Canwright & Graham, 1984) tus wondered about the
psychological adjustnent of diplomats whose public behaviors are frequendy discrepant fiom
their privale experiences. He speculates, and I agree, that the impact of publ ic/privare discrepancy
on adjustment may be minimal when an individual has full awareness of playing a role and the
reasons for doing so, as would the diplomat (personal communication with Desmond Cartwdght,
November, 1993).
If, on the other hand, public behavior is directed by a condition of self-wonh, one should be
less aware of the role playing nanrre ofpublic behavior. Under a condition like, "It is crucial that
others see me as warrn and friendly," the incongruence of public and private procrsses may
assurrc a character very much like the incongruence of the self with the experience of the
orgadsm (Rogers, 1959). Under this circumstance, one would expect public/private incongruence to have a negative impact on psychological adjustment, as our PPCT findings suggest
(Ford, 1993; Ford & Hook, 1993; Ford et al., 1993).
Evaluation of the PublidPrivate Congruence

Tec

hnique

The PPCT is simple !o give and score. The five pictures are arranged in a booklet which also
contains two neutsal pictures designed to disrupt any rcsponse set the participant may have. The
booklet can becompleted in a f€w minutes, and the overall PPCT score is computed by adding-up
srnall whole numbers.

I

think

it is imponant

to recognize that while the Public/Private Congruence Technique

measures a psychological discrepancy, it do€s so without using a literal dlscrepancy (difference)
score. The psychological discrepancy is explicitly illustrated in the PPCT picture (see Figurc 1)
which the panicipant views and responds to on the frequency-of- occurrence and relate-o rating
scales. Measurement of discrepalcy by the PPCT saves one from computing discrepancy scores
(for what is involved there sce Rogers & Dymond, 1954). Also, literal discrcpiancy scores (e.g.,

measure X mhus measure Y) can be statistically tricky in terms of reliability rates ald
correlational analyses; so tdcky that some quantitative researchers have counseled against using
discrepancy scores altogether (see Cronbach & Furby, 1970: Johns, l98l).
As an engaging visual task with simply worded rating scales, I think a child's version of tlte
PPCT would be an effective way to study the development of public/private incongruence,
although I have not yet done so. Nor have I used the technique in a client-centered context, but
I do feel the PPCT pictures provide a relatively easy and nontkeatening way forpeople to begin
symbolizing and talking about some of their psychological inconguences. (Ibe members of my
psychotherapy group thought dre pictures were pretty valid.) A clinical study showing a
significant difference between pre- and post-therapy PPCT scores would cenainly add to the

constuct and concurrent validity of the technique.
A weakness in the cunent version of the Public/Private Congruence Technique is thar it
employs only the theme of overt sociability being discrepant from less sociable private experiences; that is, the dissimulation of sociability. I was swayed toward this theme by the client's
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description of the sociability facade in Rogers (1961), Hochschild's (1983) fteld research on
flight attendants who are required to behave sociably, Ford's (1991) congruency research on the
temperanental (organismic) aspects of sociability.
Nevertheless, there are certainly other ways forpublic b€havior to be incongruent with private
experience. For instanc€, it might be useful to create PPCT pictures in which the target's public
presentation of self is one of calm collectedness, while the simultaneous private experience is
one of high emotional arousal (e.g., fear, anger, orjoy). It is easy to imagine "stiff upperlip"
people identifying strongly with public/private incongruence in various affective situations.
Perhaps a futurc version of the Public/Private Congruence Technique could employ piccures
which illustrate the congruence of public behavior and pdYate experience in a number of
psychological domains. I would enjoy working with another person-centered person on such an
endeavor.
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FOOTNOTES

I Some revi€wers of oul PPCT papers have been puzzled about the public exPression of a low'sociablc Povale
e4rerience, For inslaDce, whar is fie ihdivid'ral in Figure I to do? Aclualize her privale expericnce by tellinS lhe olher
person that she wants to splil b€cause she is bored or disinlerest€d in the social exchange? While such forlhrightness is
certainly a congruenc€ of the public and private processes, il would no doubt reduce one's social rltracliveness, which
could le3d lo social isolation.
My answer is that lhe person in Figure I is indeed "nuck" and will see lhe interction 10 ils nalural conclusion or end il
greefully (e.g., "Gotta run-late fff class"). However, people who acknowledgs on lhe Public/Pfivale ContrueD@
Technique that incongruenl social interacdons happn frequenlly for therr! mry in real lile set tlwn:;elvs rP for
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inco Ement speienees. Wqe lhey not stongy invesled in rfpe3dng warm ard sociable to others, an inresonent most
lilely ded to a cadition of woilh, they would Cte3te fewer social situalions in which publidFivate incongrueDces (like
Uar in
2

Figu€

1) could occur.

Wotrrn's conelations of Prival€/Public Congruence Technigue scorcs and rdadjustent crireria are rlpically larger

tban lhe men's correlations. I sFculal,e lhis is because wotrpn have mole salient conditions of worlh rcgading sociabilily;

that is, a woman's need for positive Belf-rcgard is more conlingent on Fesenting h€rself prblicly [s sociable and
supportivg €ven though she is not feelint lhat way privarely. Wbile this expl.natioh is admittedly after the fact, there is
evidence tbrt women arc sociali?4d to be rmre "socially involved' than are rnen (see lh€ r€view of sociatility and gender
itr Ocbe. 1991).
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